MANTA NEWSCAST – 4
July – December 2018

Officially launched in September 2016, the Manta Initiative in New Caledonia aims to enhance the
knowledge on manta rays in the territory, and promote conservation through strong collaboration with
government, non-profit partners, and the local communities.
Manta rays are an emblematic species in New Caledonia and the broader region. However, while they are
large, there is very little known about them. In addition, these majestic animals are ambassadors for the
waters of New Caledonia — a sanctuary spanning thousands of square kilometers. The data that we gather
through scientific research will contribute and encourage manta ray conservation, and more broadly, better
management of their habitats.
This report presents activities carried out by the Manta Initiative from July to December 2018.
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PROGRESS AND IMPACT
Our database – trends are beginning to emerge!
By the end of 2018, our database consists of 311 manta rays, an increase of 28 since June. These new manta
rays have been observed at the usual sites (Nouméa, Ouvéa, Touho, and I’lle des Pins) as well as in Maré,
Lifou, Pouembout. We received 117 photos over the past six months.

The numbers so far:

Number of Manta rays counted per site

135

82

Total : 311

60

15

Nouméa

Ouvéa

Touho

Ile des Pins

9

6

4

Maré

Pouembout

Autres

In Nouméa, the passages of Boulari et Dumbéa, since July, 2 of the 59 manta rays identified were new to our
database.
In Ouvéa, 5 of the 16 manta rays identified were new individuals.
In Touho, only one manta ray was new to the database.

We are growing the database and refining the results thanks to your invaluable
contributions!
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Number of new manta
rays identified

Number of new manta rays
identified

Number of new manta rays
identified

Despite a large number of manta identifications, statistics show that we often re-observe the same individuals,
allowing us to monitor their distribution, with interesting results.
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In Touho, the number of observations is
increasing, and the total number of manta
rays has plateaued.
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This trend indicates that the same individuals
are observed almost every time. This means
that an estimate of the Touho manta
population is about 60.
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500
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In Nouméa, the number of new manta rays
observed increases progressively with the
number of identifications.
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This trend shows that while there are
individuals observed regularly, but new
individuals are still observed.
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We have observed more than 130 individuals
to date and are confident more will be added.
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In Ouvéa, the number of new manta rays
observed increased proportionally with the
number of new identifications.
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This indicates that many manta rays observed
are new in the database. To date, we have
observed more than 80 individuals but more
will be needed to get an estimation of
population size.
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We appreciate all Manta ID contributions!
We have seen an increase in contributions of Manta identifications, both photos and videos. In the second half
of 2018, we are glad to have welcomed 19 new contributors!
We sincerely thank all of you for your participation and interest
in our project. Special thanks to the dive centers and operators
who have supported us by encouraging their customers to
contribute!
A photograph or video showing the belly of a Manta ray allows us
to identify the individual, and learn important characteristics of
the population as well as the connectivity between sites.
In addition to your contributions, we have also conducted several
surveys, resulting in even more photo identifications.
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Conducting Manta Genetic Analyses with Tissue Samples
Why?

How?

Genetic analyses will help us learn Scientists obtain a tissue sample
more about the manta ray from the edge of the manta’s
population in New Caledonia.
pectoral fin, by approaching the
manta. Once the tissue sample is
It allows us to acquire knowledge obtained, the manta often swims
on the health of the manta away, but is often re-observed
population, as well as population within minutes. The resulting
dynamics and structure.
wound heals in a few weeks and
disappears completely without
We hope that through genetic scarring. The Manta Initiative
analyses, we can determine the plans to collect between 20 to 25
viability of the population and the individual samples, which will then
links between different groups of be analyzed in the laboratory.
manta rays in New Caledonia.

Where?

We will concentrate our efforts on
three study sites: Nouméa, Touho
et Ouvéa. However, samples were
also taken at Koné and
Pouembout.

With who?

The main team consists of the
University of New Caledonia,
Aquarium des Lagons and
Conservation International. In
Touho, the Hô-üt Association and
its members provide strong
support. Finally, we thank the
professional
divers
who
accompanied us to Nouméa.
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TOUHO :
Since September, three surveys, lasting three days each,
have been carried out. The favorable conditions allowed us
to collect 15 tissue samples. We aim to conduct more
surveys in 2019.
We thank the Hô-üt Association, the customary
representatives, the Province Nord and the Touho
community, without whom none of these surveys would
have been possible. Also, a huge thank you to Ludo, our
captain, Marie-Renée and Amaury, who supported us in the
field.

NOUMEA :
Some 20 days were dedicated to sampling surveys in the Nouméa area in the second half of 2018, mainly at
sites known to divers such as the Boulari Passage, Dumbéa, and Ténia. Unfortunately, there were many survey
dates spent without seeing a single manta despite the use of different tracking methods, such as:

-

Drone Surveys

-

GoPro Surveillance

-

Tethered snorkeling exploration

-

Dive surveys and observations

Out of six Manta rays observed, we were able to obtain two samples. To build on this we will carry out more
sampling surveys in 2019.
A huge thank you to the team at Aquarium des Lagons for facilitating the surveys at Province Sud. In addition,
we thank all the divers, and Taiki, our trainee from Japan, who joined our surveys.
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KONE AND POUEMBOUT :
A large number of manta ray observations in Koné and
Pouembout prompted a survey in September.
In a day, we collected eight tissue samples in the
Pouembout lagoon where we sighted a dozen manta
rays feeding.
We thank Philippe, our captain, for helping us on these
missions.

OUVEA :
No activities were conducted during this time at Ouvea. We will resume our surveys in 2019.
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Three Satellite Tags Deployed on Mantas in Touho
On November 2018, satellite tags were deployed on three Manta rays in Touho, to better understand their
movements and behavior. Manta rays in Touho were observed to be more sedentary than in other sites, such
as Nouméa where they travel long distances.
Where do the Manta rays of Touho go to, when they are not sighted in the sites? Knowing this behavior is
essential to the survival of these animals, and crucial to informing conservation efforts.

The Manta Initiative team gratefully acknowledges the donors who funded these
satellite tags, allowing us to uncover more about New Caledonia’s Mantas.

MAC3

Sex : Mature Female
Size : 3.3 metres
Color : Black
Observation : Cut at the end of the
left pectoral fin.

MAYOL-2

Sex : Mature Female
Size : 3.4 metres
Color : Chevron
Observation : Shark bite and a cut at
the base of the tail.

BIG-BLUE

Sex : Mature Male
Size : 3.2 metres
Color : Chevron
Observation : No injuries
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A week after deployment, two tags unfortunately
detached. The tags usually stay on for three to six months
but premature detachment can happen for a number of
reasons. Taking into consideration the regular and deep
dives done, as well as several traces of shark bites, the
most plausible hypothesis for this detachment would be
shark attacks.
We are forging ahead!
The third tag, deployed on Mayol-2, is still working, and the
results will be shared in our next newsletter.
Despite detaching prematurely, the tags still provided information — especially on the manta dive profiles. BigBlue dived to about 480 ± 4 meters and was recorded at about 400 meters several times. Mac3 was recorded
diving to a depth of 376 ± 4 meters. These results are consistent with the data obtained from mantas in Nouméa
and Ouvéa — revealing regular and important diving behaviors unique to manta rays in New Caledonia. The
reason for these dives could be related to the presence of plankton in the depths of the New Caledonian
waters.
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BIG-BLUE

MAC3

Our mission in Touho will continue. We expect to deploy more tags soon, after finetuning the tags to further
reduce the risk of premature detachment.
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Help us find our tags!
Once detached, the tags float on the surface and drift with the currents. Two previously detached tags
followed similar routes towards the extreme north of New Caledonia’s Pam Island, near the Arama tribe.
Conservation International and Province Nord are working together to find these tags. If you see any of the
tags (which are labeled), please reach out to us!
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Does sedimentation affect manta rays?
During some of our surveys, we noticed the water had high turbidity,
which can be linked to a variety of factors, mainly sedimentation.

What is sedimentation?
Sediments are insoluble fine particles, mainly from terrestrial residues, such
as soil or rocks, that are suspended in water or deposit on the bottom of the
sea. Wind can cause the sediments on the ocean floor to be resuspended.

Why is sedimentation a threat?
Soil erosion and other fine sediment inputs are natural
phenomenon. However human activities and degraded
marine ecosystems, including coral reefs, seagrass
beds and mangroves, can cause this to increase
significantly. The degradation of vegetation and soil by
mining, forest fires, invasive deer and pigs, and coastal
development contribute to erosion and sedimentation.
Too much sediment can kill coral, especially as they are
smothered and cannot receive light. Corals are the
basis of marine ecosystems and support many
organisms — which will be indirectly affected by sedimentation. Other creatures, especially filter feeders like
the manta ray, may be

What do we know about the effects of sedimentation on manta rays?
Customary Touho officials and other observers have enquired about this. To date, there has not been a
scientific study that has measured the effect of sedimentation on filter feeders. Manta rays are mostly observed
in the passages or on the outer slopes of the reef, where the water remains relatively clear. However, they
have been observed feeding and cleaning closer to the coast where the water can be murky.

Examples in New Caledonia: two sites, two cases
Koné: Several rivers feed the Koné lagoon. As such the water can be very cloudy, especially after heavy rains
wash sediment in. The geomorphology of the sites favors a high concentration of plankton where currents
meet between Pouembout and Koné passages, and their reefs. Here, manta rays have been observed feeding
in visibilities less than three meters.
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Ø

In this case, sediment particles filtered by
manta rays are deposited in their gills. The
manta must then “sort”
them from
plankton before expelling the sediments,
requiring a certain amount of effort. Just
imagine separating sand from your soup
with your tongue, and then spitting the
sand out! It is thought that these sediments
can also have an abrasive effect on the
gills of the Manta rays, reducing their
efficiency and as such, lifespan. Finally,
some of these sediments are likely
ingested, reducing the energy efficiency of
the digestive processes, and the overall
well-being of the mantas.

Touho: In the Grand Passage of Touho, the currents cause the sediments to be circulated in the water column,
often leading to an increase in turbidity. Manta rays are frequently observed at cleaning stations, where they
and other large reef fish come to rid themselves of pests.
Ø In this case, the abundance of cleaning fish plays a vital role. If their habitat degrades, their
populations could be affected. In areas where corals are dead, we have noticed that the cleaning
stations have disappeared. As such, sedimentation could affect the mantas and other species that
require cleaning stations. Should these stations disappear, manta rays may leave to find other
cleaning stations or risk complications from parasites they cannot rid themselves of.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Mother of the Coral Sea wins award in Hollywood
At the Nouméa International Underwater Photography Festival, we presented “Mother of the Coral Sea”, a 13minute film produced by Emmy-award winning cinematographer Shawn Heinrichs and Conservation
International — featuring the culture and nature in New Caledonia. This film has been screened at festivals and
events globally — from France to the USA to Australia and New Zealand.
We are proud to announce that Mother of the Coral Sea has won:
Independent Shorts Awards (Hollywood): Silver for Best Documentary, Honorable Mention for Best
Cinematography
A huge thank you to everyone who participated in the making of this film — especially the local communities
and Shawn Heinrichs!

Watch this film for free on Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSeHxrbGE84
Or on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/initiativemantaNC/

Mother of the Coral Sea
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Scientific presentations by the Manta Initiative
5th Oceania Congress for Conservation Biology
In July, the Manta Initiative presented a poster at the
5th Oceania Congress for Conservation Biology, in
Wellington, New Zealand — featuring the initial
results of our work. Through this gathering, we were
able to exchange knowledge and plan future
collaborations with other scientists.

Presentation at the University of New Caledonia
In August, the University of New Caledonia
organized the Doctorates of the Doctoral School of
the Pacific, where PhD students presented on their
work. The student in charge of the Manta Initiative
presented our results and won the title of Best
Presentation and Best Poster. This will allow him to
present his work in an international congress in 2019!

The Manta Initiative in the news!
Our work has been featured in several articles in New Caledonia’s media! We thank the Géomatique team who
published an article on manta tagging:
-

Bulletin N°52 de la Géomatique (French)
ftp://ftp.gouv.nc/sig/PUBLIC/bulletin_geomatique/bulletin52.pdf

We thank the Maison de Lagons who featured the Manta Initiative in its October Newsletter.
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Follow us on Facebook!
A huge thank you to all of you who are following us on Facebook. We have grown since our inception, and will
post the latest news on the Manta Initiative and about manta rays on our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/initiativemantaNC
Don’t forget to tag us when you post manta photos, videos or our articles! You can also private message us,
and we will respond with observation sheets so you can directly contribute to our database.

480 followers to date!
Please spread the word, and share about the Manta Initiative!

© Satoshi Masuda, ALIZE DIVING
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WE NEED YOUR HELP!
You can help to protect manta rays in New Caledonia,
and support the development of the Manta Initiative!

Send us pictures
The easiest way to help the initiative is by
sending us photos or videos of manta
rays. Your photos will contribute to the
photo-identification database and provide
more robust and more accurate results
regarding manta movements and
behaviors.
Email mantanc@aquarium.nc with the
following information: Location, date, and
comments (if any). The submitted pictures
will be analyzed by the Manta Initiative
team and a report detailing all the
information on the observed manta will be
sent to you in return.

Report manta sightings
Reporting observation of manta rays can
help us study manta aggregations better.
This can be done through email (see
previous column) or by filling the
investigation form that is continuously
distributed via different platforms.

Contribute to our study in the
Straits of Boulari and Dumbéa!
The Manta Initiative relies on citizen
science to observe the movements of
manta rays within New Caledonia. You
can participate!
Each time you dive in New Caledonia, note
the following information:
Water conditions (such as visibility, current
strength and direction)
Date
Time
Amount of Manta rays seen
Behavior of Manta rays
Even if you did NOT see any Manta rays,
your data will still be valuable to us!
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